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SUMMARY
A Fortran IV computer program for calculating the flow fields in three-
dimensional axisymmetric or two-dimensional inlets has been written. The Dro-
gram has been written to handle inlets designed with smooth compression
surfaces and for which the attached bow shock falls outside the cowl lip. The
method of characteristics has been used to calculate a uniform field of points
and at each of these points the total pressure_ Mach number_ local flow angle_
and static pressure ratio are printed. The numerical procedures used are fully
described and a test case is presented.
V -
INTRODUCTION
The mathematical tools for calculating flow fields in supersonic inlets
have been available for many years. The complexity of the mathematical proce-
dures_ however_ has been _ major obstacle in _ffectiveiy and rapid±y designing
inlets other than those with simple two-dimensional compression surfaces. A
Fortran IV computer program employing the method of characteristics for a per-
fect gas has therefore been written to assist in the design of three-dimensional
axisymmetric or two-dimensional inlets. The program is limited in application
to designs in which the bow shock wave does not intersect the cowl so that
internal shock wave intersections do not occur (see fig. i). In addition, no
viscous effects are considered. Within these limitations the flow fields of
inlets with theoretical efficiencies up to i00 percent (lO0-percent total-
pressure recovery) can be described.
This program has been made available to a number of organizations and the
purpose of this report is to aid those organizations and any others using this
program. The basic equations are presented and the program is described fully
in this report. This description includes the program listing_ program usage,
flow charts_ and a sample case.
The input to the program consists of the surface contours, the free-stream
M_ch number_ an_ other pertinent parameters which are described in appendix A.
Th@ output consists of a uniform field of points_ at each of which the total
pressure_ Mach number_ local flow angle_ and static pressure ratio are printed.
This program will be distributed in card form by the Ames Research Center
upon written request. Thisdistribution also includes complete sample cases_
program listings_ and a complete set of output.
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speed of sound
dimensionless incremental distance along a character-
istic
Hach number
pressure
radial distance
entropy divided by universal gas constant
velocity
ratio of local velocity to stagnation speed of sound,
V/at
axial distance
ratio of specific heats
stream angle, radians
Hach angle, radians
shock-wave angle, radians
Subscripts
calculation along a first-family characteristic line
calculation along a second-family characteristic line
local conditions
stagnation conditions
upstream conditions for a shock wave
free-stro_ conditions
Program label
eR1, C R2
EH_ EMIN
PI, P2, P3, P4
R
W
x
CA_9_
DEL, DELTA
U
THETA
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rPROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The method of characteristics is a standard procedure used in the study
of s_personic flow fields. It is fully described in references i and 2. The
basic equations used here are essentially those developed in reference 3_ but
with modifications made by Mr. Leroy Presley of Ames Research Center. The
numerical techniques used in this program are described below. Appendix A
contains the program usage_ a description of the required input_ a list of
error messages_ the program listing_ and a test case. Because flow diagrams
are often helpful in remedying program difficulties_ a complete set of diagrams
is presented in appendix B.
Basic Equations
The basic equation used in the program is the compatibility equation
where
d$ = ±A dW _ C ± D dS
V
W _
at
!
A = _- cot,
(la)
c
C : - sin _ sin
r
i
D - sin 2_
27
The upper signs in equation (la) are used along the first-family characteristic
lines defined by equation (ib). The lower signs in equation (la) are used
along the second-family characteristic lines defined by equation (ic).
dr tan(_ + $) (ib)
d_x-
dr -tan( - 8) (lol
dx-
The equation for the two-dimensional characteristics program is obtained by
setting the term C equal to zero.
Basic Computational Techniques
In order to facilitate the computation_ the flow field behind the bow
shock wave is broken into several regions boundedby shock waves as shown_n
figure i. A second-family region exists behind a down-shock (regions 2 and 4
in fig. i) and a first-family region behind an up-shock (regions i and 3 in
fig. i). If the signs in equation (i) are reversed, the samecomputation
schemesmaybe used for both the first- and second-family regions. Thus_ in
the equations to follow, a double sign implies that the upper sign is to be
used in first-family regions and the lower sign in second-family regions.
In each region successive rays are computedfrom a surface to a shock
wave until the shock wave intersects a surface or falls outside the cowl lip_
as in the case of the first region. As soon as the intersection occurs a new
region is started and the previous region continued only in the area in which
it is needed_thereby eliminating unnecessary calculations. This is described
more fully in the section on Shock Point Calculation.
A numbering schemehas been set up such that each point in the flow field
is defined uniquely by a region n_mber_ i, a ray number_j_ and a point num-
ber, k. (See fig. 2.) In this figure, j' = j - i, where j is the current
ray number, and j' is the previous ray number. The subscript k is the
current point number in the current ray. The subscript k' = k - i if j is
odd and k' = k if j is even. In a first-family region_ k' is a first-
family point; that is, it is located on the first-family characteristic to the
point k_ and k' + i is located on the second-family characteristic. In a
second-family region the k' and k' + i points are interchanged. Each odd-
numberedray contains a body point. Each ray contains a shock point until
such time as a body-shock or cowl-shock intersection occurs in the region.
Three adjacent vertical computation rays are shownin figure i with their con-
necting characteristic lines.
Field Point Calculation
In computing a flow-field point_ the geometrical location of the point is
at the intersection of the first- and second-family characteristic lines. The
x coordinate is found from equation (2):
+ Ix tan(b -+ + tan(_ $ _)k'rk'+i - rk'- k' _)k' Xk'+l +
-- (2)
-+ _an(_ _+ 5)k , + tan(b _ %)k'+1]
The r coordinate is found by equation (3):
rk : rk' ± (Xk - ')tan( ± (3)
The distance along the characteristic lines is found from equations (4):
rk. sin(_ ± 5)k ,
(4)
In order to find the stream angle; entrop_ and velocity, the compatibility
equation, equation (!), is put into finite difference form, equations (5):
_k _k' : ±Ik'(W_ wk')_ ok' ± D_'(Sk - Sk') I
|
JSk $k'+l : _ Ak'+i(Wk-Wk'+l) ± Ck'+i _ Dk'+l(Sk - Sk'+l)
(5
This set of two equations in three unknowns may be solved for 5k in terms
of Sk, equation (6):
5k =
6, $ c D D _
<_k,+<_pk,+l Wk'+Wk'+l$<A"_k,+<'A_k,+!+_>k,_k-Sk_$ <l_k,+l_k Sk'+l_
i i
nu
A
Ak' _k'+l
(6)
By assuming a linear variation in entropy along a normal to the streamline
through the point k, we may obtain an additional equation. Equations (7) are
derived geometrically and are shown schematically in figure 3.
a(sSk = Sk' + a +-----[k'+l - Sk'
a -: sin[(_ -+_)k'< _k]
1
--<rJ + 5k]b c sin[ (_ $ 5)k'+1-
2
(7)
An initial value of 6 may be computed by assuming no entropy loss along the
characteristic lines; that is, the terms (Sk - Sk,) and (Sk - Sk, ep in,equa-
tion (6) are zero. Equations (6) and (7) are then solved iteratively until
successive values of 8 converge. The velocity Wk may be obtained from
equations(5). The remaining properties are then computed from standard r@la-
tionships found in reference 4 and are presented in equations (8) through (13).
Wk eMk=
i _ (_ 1)Wk_
W m
(8)
_k = sin-_<h-_k) (9)
Pt k -(Sk-S_)
- e (i0)
Pt_
_77/(}'-_'Pk 1Ptk- i -_ (7 - l)Wk] (ll)
Pt_
P
oo
1 i)_%_]7/(_-_)
- i+[(7- (12)
Pk _Pk % sPtk _] Pt/]%
p - \@tk] \Pt_ /
Shock Point Calculation
In computing a shock point_ the point k is first located geometrically
on the shock wave, as in figure 4. In a region in which the upstream condi-
tions are free stream, this point is found simply by adding a constant to the
x coordinate of the previous shock point. In a region of variable upstream
properties the shock point is located geometrically at the intersection of the
shock wave and the opposite family characteristic line in the upstream region.
The upstream properties are then found simply by linear interpolation. It
should be noted that characteristics in the upstream region are dropped when
they are no longer required in the solution (such as line AB in fig. 4). Some
co1_uting time is thereby saved.
In order to find the properties of the shock pointj _, another point k
is computed as the intersection of the shock wave and the characteristic line
from the point k i (see fig. 5). This intersection point is determined by
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substituting the shock-wave angle @ for _ and the upstream region stream
angle • Su for _ in equations (2) and (3). For very weak shock waves, the
angle _ ± $ is almost the same as the shock-wave angle and an intersection
point k can occur upstream of the previous shock poi_nt or extremely far down-
stream. In this case the shock point properties at k are set equal to the
upstream properties of the point. A regular shock-wave point will be computed
if the intersection point occurs downstream of the previous shock wave.
The next step in_the procedure for computing the shock point normally is
to find a new point k'. A line is constructed parallel to the first-family
Mach line through the points k and k i. The line passes through the point
_. The point of intersection of this line with the second-family Mach line
through the points k' + i and k - i is the new k' point for the shock cal-
c_ulation and is designated by _' in figure 5- The properties at the point
k' are formed by linear interpolation between the points k' + i and k - I.
The computation for the shock-wave point then proceeds by an iterative
solution. The equations involved are equations (14) through (16) which were
obtained from reference (4), and equation (17).
sin 6 8 + b sin 4 8 + c sin 2 @ + d = 0
2
Mu + 2
b = 7 sin2 8
Mu 2
C --
d =
2Mu2 + i + [(7 + i)2Ha
cos s
4
Mu
14)
Sk : Su + ! < 12yHu2 sin2 e - (Y - i)!7 - i _n • 7+ 1 J
-7 Zn
(7 l)Hu 2 sin 2 e + 2
(15)
4(Mu2 sin2 e - l)(TMu2 sin2 e + i)
Wk = Wu_ i- (7 + l)2Hu4 sin 2 8
(!6)
$k = _k' + Ak'(Wk - Wk,) $ Ck' + Dk,(S k - S k') (17)
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As a first approximation to Sk, equation (17) is computed assuming the terms
involvin_ W and S are zero. A value of sin 2 e is then obtained from _qua-
tions (i_ by solving the cubic by a trigonometric method. This trigonometric
method is described in reference 5. Of the three roots obtained_ the midd¼e
root is the desired weak shock solution. Equations (15) and (16) are then
used to compute new values for Sk and Wk. With these values a new value of
Sk may be obtained from equation (17). If this value of Sk agrees well with
the previous _k computed the iteration is terminated. If it does not_ the
new value of Sk is averaged with the previous _k and the iteration con-
tinues by recomputing sin 2 @, Sk_and Wk as before.
Body Point Calculation
The first step in computing a body point is to locate it geometrically as
the intersection of a characteristic line and the body. The body may be either
the centerbody or the cowl. If the body is supplied in tabular form a search
is performed in the table and the location is found by the s_ultaneous solu-
tion of two linear equations in x and r and the stream angle _k is obtained
from the table. When the body is supplied in the form of a function_ the loca-
tion of the point is found by combining the equation for the body, equa-
tion (18), and the characteristic line equation, equation (19), to form equa-
tion (20):
rk = f(xk) (15)
rk = rk'+l $(Xk - Xk'+!)tan(_ _ 8)k'+l (19)
g(x k) = f(xk) - rk,+1 )tan( S = 0 (2o)± (Xk - Xk'+z 6)k'+Z
Equation (19) may then be solved for xk by means of the Newton-Raphson tech-
nique (ref. 6). The stream angle _k is set equal to the arc-tangent of the
slope of the body at the intersection point.
The remaining properties are easily found since the entropy Sk remains
constant on the surface between shock wave impingements. Thus_ given _k
and Sk, Wk may be found from the compatibility equation_ equations (5]- Equa-
tions (8) through (13) furnish the remainder of the calculation.
Starting the Solution
The calculation may be initiated in two ways. The first method is to
approximate a conical flow at the nose. The second method is to use some other
procedure to calculate several points along a vertical input ray.
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In the first case_ the stream angle and the Hach number on the body and
at th_ shock must be supplied to the program. From these quantities the
remaining properties may be found. As few as two points may be used to start
the flow field. However_ three points are better when the Hach number is low
(below Mach 2) or the centerbody angle is small (e.g., 8c = 5o). The third
point is the average of the first two.
in the latter case_ any method may be used to compute a vertical ray
consisting of a number of points at any station on the centerbody ahead of the
cowl lip. The quantitie% entropy_ Sk_ velocity_ Wk_ and stream angle_ 8k, at
each point are the required input parameters.
Starting a New Region
A new region is started after a shock wave has impinged on a body or after
the flow field in the initial region has intersected the cowl lip. A two-
dimensional flow is assumed in the immediate area of the intersection for the
purpose of computing the starting ray. The initial ray has two points_ a
shock point and a body point both with the same x coordinate. The x coor-
dinate is determined by adding a constant to the x coordinate of the inter-
section point. This constant is determined by taking a percentage of the
constant used in starting the previous region. The r coordinate at the body
is determined from the body equation or table_ as is the slope of the body.
The slope of the body determines the stream angle at both points. The shock
wave angle is computed by equations (14). The entropy and the velocity may
then be computed from equations (15) and (16). The r coordinate of the shock
_ni_+ _q +k_ _ .... _ • _ _-_ ......
A means of controlling accuracy in the program is by modifying the dis-
tance from the cowl lip to the initial ray in the second region. This distance
is computed as a percentage of the bow shock wave spacing. The percentage
used is an input quantity. However_ if none is provided_ a value of 0.50 is
used. The accuracy of the solution has been improved by use of a spacing com-
patible with the local mesh size.
Control of the Mesh Size
Control of the mesh spacing has been found to be desirable in order to
maintain a good distribution of output at the throat of the inlet. The char-
acteristic mesh size in the initial region is controlled by the spacing on the
input line and by spacing the shock points evenly along the bow shock wave.
The latter technique is employed to limit spreading of the mesh. The spacing
along the bow shock wave is controlled by an input quantity. The horizontal
disbance along tme shock wave is computed as the product of this input quan-
tity and the distance from the nose of the centerbody to the initial point on
the input ray.
The characteristic mesh in subsequent regions is controlled by the way in
which the shock wave points are computed. The points are located geometrically
as the point of intersection of a characteristic line in the upstream region
and the shock wave. The meshsize is thus controlled by the mesh size of the
previous region.
A meanshas been provided for discarding intermediate points in a vert_i -
eal ray whenit is desired to expand the mesh rapidly. This expanding pro-
vides for increasing the accuracy in the nose region without substantially
decreasing the speed of the solution. The discarding of points is under the
control of the user by input quantities.
Whenthe distance between points along a characteristic line exceeds a
value specified by the user, a meanshas been provided for improving the
accuracy of the solution as in reference 3 without increasing the numberof
]points in the mesh. The values of x_ r_ S_ W_and _ at the points k and k'
are averaged together and the k' point is replaced by the averaged values.
The sameis done with the k' + i point. The k point is then recomputed. If
the newvalue of Wk agrees closely with the previous value of Wk the itera-
tion is complete. If not_ the points are again averaged and the point k
recomputed. This is done until the value of Wk does not changeappreciably.
Coalescence
The coalescence or characteristic lines to form a shock wave is a serious
problem_ for it indicates that the inlet design is not a very good one. The
user must then redesign the body contours and recalculate the flow field until
the coalescence has been avoided.
Whentwo characteristic lines coalesce_ the user is notified and a test is
madein the program to determine whether or not the two lines have actually
crossed. If they have_ the downstreamcharacteristic line is dropped_ a mes-
sage is printed_ and the flow-field calculation continues. The user can then
determine if the shock wave is in fact building up or if the coalescence
occurred because of inaccuracies arising from someof the approximations used
in the program.
Whentwo characteristic lines becomearbitrarily close to each other_ the
accuracy of the solution tends to decrease. There is a significant loss in
the numberof digits of accuracy. To avoid this problem_ it is assumed_in
this case that coalescence has actually occurred and the downstreamcharacter-
istic line is dropped.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A Fortran IV coml)uter program to calculate the flow fields in three-
d_uensional axis_m_letric or two-dimensional inlets has been written.
In writing the progrs_n_every effort has been madeto keep the computa-
tion as rapid as possible. The calculation of the upstream and downstream
i0
regions has been carried on concurrently to avoid the computation of extra-
neous_flow-field points and the necessity of saving all the points in the
upstream region. In this way the use of external storage devices has been
avoided. Extensive search techniques and elaborate curve-fitting schemeshave
been avoided as well as high-order interpolation formulas. As a further aid,
several cases maybe stacked to be run at the sametime.
The program is flexible since the flow field may be initiated in two ways
and the surface input maybe tabular or analytical. Whentabular input is
used the compression surfaces can be defined by both coordinates and local sur-
face angles. The input of surface angles is redundant; however; coordinates
alone cannot usually be calculated for input accurately enough or smoothly
enough to give a uniform meshof characteristics. It is suggested that the
surface angles be plotted and faired before they are used as input.
The rapidity with which a case maybe computed (from 0.5 to 2.0 minutes
per case) has been an advantage in designing inlets, since a trial and error
design procedure involving manycases is often necessary.
The suitability and accuracy of the program for the design of supersonic
inlets is illustrated by the inlet design shownin figure 6. The input and
output for this case are presented in appendix A. This particular case was
computed in less than one minute on an IBM7094 computer.
AmesResearch Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceA_inistratiom
Moffett Field, Calif., Mar. 25, 1965
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APPENDIXA
PROGRAMUSAGE
In this appendix, the program usage is detailed. An attempt has been
madeto keep the usage of the program simple. The program itself is listed
in figure 7. A sample case is listed as figure 8. The input cards used to
obtain the data in figure 8 are listed in figure 9. Figure i0 contains a
listing of a sample plotting program and figure ii contains listings of sample
body contour programs.
DECKMAK_-UP
Deck Subroutine
label name Description
EF3131 (main) Control program.
EF3132 BODY Computes a body point.
EF3133 FLOW Computes a flow-field point.
EF3134 JUGGLE Refines solution when mesh size is large, by averag-
ing upstream points.
EF3135 PUNT Output subroutine.
EF3136 CBODY Dummy subroutine. If the centerbody ordinates are
given in analytic form, this program should be
replaced by a subprogram that computes the function
and its first derivative. The function should be
in the form, r = f(x), where r is the distance
along a line perpendicular to the body axis and x
is the distance along the body axis. The CALL
statement is "CALL CBODY (I,X_R,DR)" where X = x_
R = r_ and DR = dr/d_x. At the beginning of the
control program an entry is made to this subprogram
with the control word I = i to allow for the ini-
tialization of the subprogram. For all other
entries I = 2. On the initial entry X should be
set equal to the last value of X on the center-
body.
EF3137 ABODY Dummy subroutine. If the cowl is given by an ana-
lytic expressionj this program should be replaced
by a s_oprogram that computes the function as
indicated under CBODY. In this case the CALL state-
ment is "CALL ABODY (I,X,R_DR)." On the initial
entry, when I = i_ the cowl lip ordinates should
be returned in X and R.
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Deck Subroutine
lab ei _ name
EF3138
EF3139
EF3t40
EF3141
EF3142
EF3143
EF3144
7_7_7 0 7 1,_
EF3146
EF3147
EF3148
EF3149
EF3150
EF3152
SHOCK
CONIC
ERROR
ENDF!L
FLINT
SPLOT
ACRAY
_UJ_J_ l.;
UPSC
BS!NT
CBODY
ABODY
SPLOT
PAGE_ TITLE
Description
Co_utes a shock point.
Sets. up a conical input ray.
When an error condition is encountered_ this sub-
program prints an error code which may be used to
determine the type of failure. The next case is
then read in under most circumstances. If the error
is irrevocable_ EXIT is usually called.
This subroutine is entered when the last stacked
case has been completed. This condition is sig-
nalled by the input card with the word "DONE" in
columns 1-4.
Computes with the point of intersection of the flow
field with the cowl lip.
Dummy subroutine. To be used if plotting is not
wanted. (See EF3150.)
Computes a two-dimensional input ray.
the shock angle equation.
Computes the upstream conditions for a shock point.
Computes the intersection of a shock wave with
either the centerbody or cowl.
Sample subroutine for computing the centerbody ana-
lytically.
Sample subroutine for computing the cowl analyti-
cally.
Constructs arrays for plotting. The user must
supply a program that writes the plot tape.
Controls page numbering and headings.
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TAPES
Logical tape no.
5
6
7
Usage
IITPUT
OUTPUT
PLOTTING OUTPUT (Optional)
INPUT CARDS
All input is in floating-point form, 7 values per card, i0 columns _er
value, except Yet the first card. (See fig. 9 for a sa1_ple case.)
_n ......Card no. Co_m;_ Contents
l _--72 Case identification in Hollerith.
2 i-i0 N = number of input points if initial ray is to be read
in. N = O, if initial innut ray is to be computed as
conical input ray. (N < 50)
11-20 NOB = number of centerbody crdinate points if body is in
tabular foz_. KOB = O, if body is analytic. (NOB < 50)
21-30 NOA = number of cowl ordinate points if cowl is in tab-
ular form. NOA = O, if cowl is analytic. (NOA < 50)
31-4o
_&X_P : maximum, number of points allowed in a ray. If
no value is specified, it is set to 50. (HAXNP < _0)
41-_0
_DiS = number of points to be discarded between the
points kept. When the number of points in a vertical
ray exceeds the value assigned to NIX_P, and NODIS = i_
every other point is discarded.
51-6o IDP, i = 2 or 3 determines whether the solution is to be
two-d_ucnsional or three-dimensional axisym_.etric. If
no value is assi_ned, a three-dgnensional solution is
a S S L_}R ' d •
1-10 Fi.ili'I, l.I : rroo-utream Hach number.
11-20 G_H_, 7 = free-stream ratio of specific heats.
21-3o = ,_toc-;.,tream entropy_ dimensionless.SINC, So_ .........
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Card no.
5 a
5b
8a
8%
i0
Col_ns Contents
31-40
1-10
THETA_ @SH = shock wave angle (in degrees
TEST_ convergence test for iterations (i0 -6
results).
gives good
ii-20 C_&AX_ maximum distance between mesh points. If this is
exceeded_ a refinement is attempted.
21-30
31-4o
41-50
COALT_ coalescence is said to occur if the increments in
x and r are both less than this test quantity.
SPACEj controls spacing on the shock wave (in the x
direction)_ as a percentage of the distance from the
nose to the initial input ray.
SPACC_ controls distance from the cowl lip to the initial
ray in the second region as a percentage of the bow shock
spacing. If no value is given SPACC is assumed to be
0.SO.
(Optional - include if body is defined in tabular fashion.)
x ordinates - NOB values on the centerbody.
(Optional - may be included or not if centerbody is defined by an
_naiytic function.)
User's format - Constants used in centerbody program.
(Optional - include if body is defined in tabular fashion.)
r ordinates - NOB values on the centerbody.
(Optional include if body is defined in tabular fashion.)
angle (in degrees) that the line segment joining adjacent
table values makes with the body center line. _B = NOB-I values
should be specified.
(optional include if body is defined in tabular fashion.)
x ordinates - NOA values on the cowl.
(Optional - may be included or not if cowl is defined by an ana-
lytic function.)
User's format Constants used in cowl program.
(Optional - include if body is defined in tabular fashion.)
r ordinates - N0A values on the cowl.
(Optional - include if body is defined in tabular fashion.)
angle (in degrees) that the line segment joining adjacent
table values makes with the body center line. NA = NOA-I values
should be specified.
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Card no. Columns Contents
ii
ii
12
(Optional - include if program is to compute the initial conical
input ray, that is, N = 0.)
i-i0
ii-20
21-3O
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
XB, Xo_ initial x
is to start.
RB, ro, initial r
value on the body at which the mesh
value on the body.
SHOCK _
EMBODY_ MBODY ,Mach number on the body.
DELSH, 8SHOC K (in degrees).
DELBD, %BODY (in degrees).
NOPIN, n_ber of points in initial conical input ray.
(Optional include N of these cards if the initial ray is to
be read in, instead of being computed by the conical input sub-
routine.)
i -i0
ii-20
21-3o
31-4o
41-}o
1-4
Xj,k, local x
rj,k, local r
Sj,k, local 8 (in degrees)
Wj,k, local W
Sj,k, local S
The word "DONE." Any number of cases may be stacked
before this card. This card is needed on the last case
in order to complete the plotting arrays and terminate
properly.
INPUT FOR PLOTTING
These cards may be in any format the user chooses. The sample program
included uses a 7FI0.6 format and is set to read 5 cards placed after card
no. i and before card no. 2. These cards contain the origin of the plot, the
scale factors, the maximum value for each variable, and the minimum value of
the ordinate. The Hach number and pressure distribution along both bodies are
plotted versus x. The mesh is also plotted.
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ERRORS
When an error occurs during the computation of a case_ an error message
is usually printed and the program goes on to the next case.
The following is a list of error messages that may appear:
Error Conditions
Deck Subroutine Error
name name code
_F3131 (main) l
EF3132 BODY 2
EF3132 BODY 3
Probable cause of error
The number of points in a ray exceeds MN (an
input quantity < 50) or 50 if MAXNP is < 0.
The iteration scheme for finding the intersec-
tion of a Mach line and the body is not working.
The subroutine for computing the functmon and
its derivative may be incorrect.
The local stream angle_ $_ is greater than _/2.
EF3132 BODY 4 The iteration for a body point is not converging.
EF3133 FLOW The iteration for the local stream angle_ _, is
not converging.
EF3135 PUNT 6 There is an error in the computation of the
local Mach number.
EF3135 PUNT
EF3138 SHOCK
7
8
The recovery_ Pt/Pt _ is greater than 1.0.
There is an error in computing local entropy_
S.
EF3138 SHOCK 9 There is an error in computing local velocity_
W.
EF3138 SHOCK i0 There is an error in computing the shock wave
angle, 8.
EF3139 CONIC ii There is an error in computing the entropy_ S.
12 The shock wave has fallen inside the lip.
EF3144 ACRAY 13 There is an error in computing the local entrop_
S.
17
Deck
name
EF3144
EF3144
EF3146
EF3146
EF3147
Subroutine
name
ACRAY
ACRAY
UPSC
UPSC
BSINT
Error
code
14
15
16
17
18
Probable cause of error
There is an error in computing local velocity,
W. 4
There is an error in the shock wave angle, 8,
or the Mach number, M_ in the computation of
a new region. The upstream Hach number is less
than the local Mach number or the local Hach
number is subsonic.
There are too few points in the upstream region.
There is an error in the computation of the
upstream Mach number.
There is an error in finding the point of
intersection of the body and the shock wave.
18
APPENDIX B
FLOW DIAGRAMS
A complete set of flow diagrams is included in figure 12 as a means of
assisting the program user. These diagrams were drawn to conform to standard
flowcharting techniques (ref. 7). Each diagram has been identified by the
corresponding subroutine name and associated deck name.
19
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Bow shock wave__ Cowl surface
/ _Region 2 _
" _ _k_eflected shock waves
Figure i.- Typical flow field.
Body
M ---D=
I"
_L
X
(x j, k,+l, I'j,,k,+l)
_Second family line
First family- line_ _
" /_=__r_Xjk, rjk )
v
(Xj,k, ' rj, k' )
Figure 2.- Location of a flow-field point at the intersection of two
characteristic lines.
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Stream line
/Stream line
a 8k,
!
Stream line
Figure 3.- Normals to the stream line used for the entropy calculation.
Upstream region
B
Downstream
region
A
Shock wave
Figure 4.- Location of shock points in regions other than the first.
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M _hock
_First family line
Figure 5.- Location of field point used in the shock point computation.
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(a) Symbols used in flow charts.
Figure 12.- Flow charts.
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Figure 12.- Continued.
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(c) Deck EF3132 subroutine BODY.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(d) Deck EF3133 subroutine FLOW.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(e) Deck EF3134 subroutine JUGGLE.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(f) Deck EF3135 subroutine PUNT.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(g) Deck EF3138 subroutine SHOCK.
124 Figure 12..- Continued.
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Figure 12.- Continued
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(k) Deck EF3142 subroutine FLIh_.
Figure 12. Continued.
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(Z) Deck EF3144 subroutine ACRAY.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(m) Deck EF3145 subroutine CD-BIC.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(n) Deck EF3146 subroutine UPSC.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(o) Deck EF3147 subroutine BSINT.
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(p) Deck EF3150 subroutine SPLOT.
Figure 12.- Concluded.
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